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t might be any IT department’s worst nightmare but the
fact remains, employees are bringing their own devices
into the workplace and expecting to be able to use these, as
well as the device provided by the company, to get their jobs
done. The ITWeb Mobile Security Survey run in partnership
with Check Point and featured on p.8, found that 77% of
those surveyed believed that employee behaviour can make a
difference in preventing mobile security breaches. Would it not
then be advisable to educate staff about the dangers of using
mobile devices and perhaps look into introducing awareness
programmes so everyone is on the same page with regards to the
company’s data and its security?
Samresh Ramjith, chief solutions officer at Dimension Data
Security Solutions MEA agrees that people need to be made more
aware of security. Ramjith is scheduled to speak at the upcoming
ITWeb Security Summit 2015 this month but as a taster, his
Viewpoint on p.17, concerns itself with security and privacy in
an ever-increasing connected world.
At a recent Gartner event on cloud computing, analyst Jeffrey
Mann also touched on security concerns. See the full report back on p.14.
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Analysis
By Martin Czernowalow

E-tolls referendum a good idea
The ANC does not agree.
partial funding of the debt through the
use of e-tolls as merely exacerbating the
problem by pushing up the collection costs
as a percentage of the revenue generated,
making the plan more irrational.
Similarly, the Justice Project SA
has said it is clear a “hybrid model” of
funding for the current Gauteng Freeway
Improvement Project seeks to retain
e-tolling as a prominent component. This,
said the organisation, is despite its gross
inefficiencies and enormous unpopularity
among the citizens of Gauteng.

Yay or nay?

A

s Gauteng motorists wait with bated
breath to hear their fate in regard to
e-tolling in the province, the provincial
government is vociferously against the
notion of holding a referendum to gauge the
public’s opinion on the controversial system.
The idea of holding a referendum was
initially pitched by the Democratic Alliance
(DA), when it became obvious e-tolls would
remain, despite an eight-month review
process by a panel appointed by Gauteng
premier David Makhura.
When Makhura appointed the panel,
many e-toll opponents were confident the
system would be scrapped, in light of the
fact that the ANC in Gauteng felt it had lost
support in the province during the 2014
general elections.
When the review panel eventually
released its findings at the end of 2014,
e-toll opponents were left disappointed by
the panel’s report.
While admitting, e-tolling had to be
reviewed, as it was “unaffordable and
inequitable, and places a disproportionate
burden on low and middle income
households”, the panel stopped short of
recommending it be scrapped.
On the contrary, the panel recommended
a hybrid funding model, which would
include a contribution by motorists, as well
as additional sources of revenue, such as
contributions from government.

Decision time
Whatever the final iteration of e-tolling will
be, the ultimate decision is expected to be
taken when the intergovernmental team,
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led by deputy president Cyril Ramaphosa,
concludes its work. According to Makhura,
the provincial government was working
with Ramaphosa “to develop a better
dispensation which will mitigate the
negative impact of the e-tolls on the people
of Gauteng, especially the middle and lower
income groups”.
Meanwhile, e-toll opponents have been
vocal about putting e-tolling to a vote, as
criticism has been levelled at the review
panel’s findings.

A referendum is
used to resolve
stalemates. It is
not used to resolve
every other public
concern or
disagreement.
David Makhura, Gauteng Premier

Organisations opposed to e-tolling have
also been critical of the review panel’s
findings in view of government’s stubborn
determination to try and keep the system in
place, even if partially so, to fund the bonds
of the freeway upgrade.
The Opposition to Urban Tolling Alliance
described the proposal of a reduced or

The solution should really be simple.
Government is happy that most
Gauteng residents are willing to pay for
infrastructure. On the other hand, e-toll
opponents are not happy with the review
panel’s findings and recommendations.
So, let’s put this issue to bed and hold a
referendum. This would – once and for all
– give Gauteng residents a voice and allow
them to say “yes” or “no” to e-tolling.
Unfortunately, this seems to be a nogo area as far as the ANC is concerned.
Speaking in the provincial legislature in
March, Makhura emphatically stated: “A
referendum is used to resolve stalemates.
It is not used to resolve every other public
concern or disagreement.”
Similarly, Paul Mashatile, chairman of
the ANC in Gauteng, lambasted those who
have called for a referendum on e-tolling,
in an opinion piece published by The
Star newspaper. He described calls for a
referendum as “nothing but knee-jerk
nonsense”, and went on to argue that “it
is not wise to govern a province with the
political and economic relevance of Gauteng
purely on the basis of referendums”.
I would agree with Makhura and
Mashatile that Gauteng – or any other
province – should not be run on the basis
of referendums. But, then again, would
an e-toll referendum really mean each
and every decision taken by the provincial
government is subjected to a public vote?
Hardly. In fact, when last was a referendum
held by Gauteng, regarding anything?
So, while we can agree that not everything
should be the subject of a referendum, it
would also be nice if we could agree this issue
perhaps warrants being put to the vote.

CoMpAny nEws
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BUsinEss
rDB Consulting
names Gary hau
director
Local IT industry stalwart
and entrepreneur Gary Hau
has joined specialist service
provider RDB Consulting,
as director of strategy and
innovation. Hau brings with
him a unique skill set that
will enhance the company’s
solution offering and open new
avenues for RDB Consulting.
In particular, his strategic
expertise will enhance RDB
Consulting’s capabilities,
which entails driving new
opportunities, among other
responsibilities. With a
background in software
development, specialised
consulting proficiency, and
expertise in start-up businesses
in Africa, Hau’s diverse
experience provides him with
a blend of entrepreneurial and
corporate expertise.
www.rdbconsulting.com

opentext makes
BEE investment
OpenText recently completed
a BEE investment for the
company’s South African
operation (OpenText SA) with
Kutana Investment Group, a
black-women-owned and led
black economic empowerment
(BEE) investment group.
“Developing nations have
an incredible opportunity
to embrace the benefits
of a digital-first world,”
commented Simon (Ted)
Harrison, senior VP of Fast
Growth Markets at OpenText.
“We believe that today’s
announcement will underpin
our efforts to support South
African organisations in the
continued transformation of
the country’s economy and
help to grow our business in
the region to the benefit of all
our employees, partners and
shareholders.”
www.opentext.com

EMC introduces
data solution

servaas Venter, EMC

EMC Corporation has announced
the Federation Business Data
Lake, a fully engineered solution,
including leading storage and big
data analytics technologies from
EMC Information Infrastructure,
Pivotal, and VMware to help
customers leverage the new world
of big data, thereby clearing
the path for new insights and
disruptive differentiation.
www.southafrica.emc.com

Digital rewrites business rules
No matter what business you are in, no matter what industries
you focus on, your world is changing − and it is changing because
digital is rewriting the rules. So said Neil Jacobsohn, CEO of
FutureWorld, who spoke at ITWeb’s inaugural Digital Economy
Summit. Jacobsohn’s opening keynote: “Be your own disrupter
– rise to the challenges in a digital world”, drew attention to the
importance of the digital world and how it is already affecting
the future stability and success of businesses here and abroad.
According to Jacobsohn, it is essential that organisations explore
the digital world as it is rapidly becoming “the world”.
www.itweb.co.za

Eoh
announces
impressive
results
During the six months
ended 31 January 2015,
revenue increased by
39.4% to R4 610 million
and profit after tax is up
by 37.7% to R340 million,
announced EOH. The
growth is attributable to
strong organic growth
complemented by recent
acquisitions. Organic
growth accounted for 73%
of revenue growth. “EOH
is recognised for the quality
of its people and its strong
delivery capabilities. EOH
has the people, the scale,
the offerings, financial
resources, agility and the
know-how to continue to
grow aggressively,” says
Asher Bohbot,
CEO of EOH.
www.eoh.co.za

No one
should do
business
intermittently

Bracelet
for infant
protection
Elpas has expanded its Infant
Protection Solution with the
introduction of the Elpas
Mother Bracelet, a wearable
electronic bracelet designed
for ease of use by mothers and
hospital staff in maternity
departments. The Mother
Bracelet is used to ensure
the accuracy and safety
of mother-baby pairings,
preventing mismatches or
possible infant abductions
within maternity, obstetrics,
neonatal and paediatric
departments. The Mother
Bracelet pairs with the RFIDenabled Elpas Charm. As
part of the Infant Protection
Solution, the Elpas Charm
provides real-time indoor
positioning data to determine
the location of an infant.
www.tycosecurityproducts.
com
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Company News

BUSINESS

Amanda de Beer, EMC

De Beer to
run DPS

Afrimat implements
QlikView solutions

EMC Southern Africa has
appointed Amanda De Beer as
regional manager of its Data
Protection Solutions business.
Formerly executive of Gijima’s
Enterprise Applications
business unit, De Beer has
gained immense experience and
insight throughout her career,
which spans eight years with
Cisco in the Netherlands and
SA, as well as four years with
Microsoft.
www.southafrica.emc.com

In order to achieve reporting efficiency and effectiveness, Afrimat,
a construction supplies manufacturer servicing the construction,
transport, and mining sectors, has implemented the QlikView
analytics and data visualisation solution with business intelligence
partner Decision Inc. With Afrimat making numerous acquisitions,
it struggled to properly integrate information from the disparate
solutions within each company. Having a single reporting structure
was virtually impossible. In order to provide management with
an accurate reflection of business performance, it was essential
to consolidate views from the various systems’ data into a unified
reporting structure.
www.decisioninc.co.za

Blue Secure relocates
In order to evolve and accommodate future growth, Blue Secure,
a company focused on the provision of monitoring and detection
solutions in the IT security and operations domain, has announced
its office relocation and expansion. Blue Secure, founded in 2007
and formerly known as Exponant Information Security Solutions,
is now a subsidiary of the Blue Turtle Technologies Group. Blue
Secure has moved its offices from Centurion’s Exponant home to
Blue Turtle Technologies’ home in Midrand. The move stems from
Blue Secure’s need for additional space to accommodate growth in
demand for the company’s expanded services.
www.bluesecure.co.za

Wipro named
most ethical again

Mining for the
perfect solution

Wipro was recently recognised
by the Ethisphere Institute, the
global leader in defining and
advancing the standards of ethical
business practices, as a 2015
World’s Most Ethical Company.
The World’s Most Ethical Company
designation recognises those
organisations that have had
a material impact on the way
business is conducted by fostering a
culture of ethics and transparency
at every level of the company.
Being a fourth consecutive year
honouree underscores Wipro’s
commitment to leading ethical
business standards and practices,
ensuring long-term value to key
stakeholders, including customers,
employees, suppliers, regulators
and investors. Wipro is one of only
three companies in the IT services
industry honoured this year.
www.wipro.com

Afrimat has deployed MWare
XRM to improve its productivity
and also to have a more detailed
approach of its quarries and
equipment. One Channel partner
and ERP specialist, MyMethod
Consulting, implemented the
solution that is based on the
Sage 300 ERP platform with
Sage CRM. Afrimat supplies a
broad range of construction
materials and industrial
minerals ranging from mining
and aggregates, metallurgical
dolomites, agricultural lime,
concrete products to readymix.
It has also established a strong
foothold in contracting services.
Afrimat’s Pierre Marais says one
of the biggest constraints for
any company in manufacturing
is productivity of time and
equipment.
www.expertecherp.com
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Harnessing analytics for business
Decision Inc. recently examined how business leaders can
operationalise their business intelligence (BI) and link analytics to
decision-making, at the 10th annual ITWeb BI Summit. Nick Bell,
CEO of Decision Inc., and Tobie Otto, senior consultant at the SAP
Centre of Excellence for ArcelorMittal SA, discussed the journey of
embedding analytics into operations at one of the world’s leading
steel and mining companies – ArcelorMittal SA. The ArcelorMittal
Group operates in 60 countries and employs 232 000 people globally.
“For Decision Inc., we want to showcase how improved decisionmaking is possible when there is collaboration between business, IT
and analytics teams,” says Bell.
www.decisioninc.co.za

Hyphen makes tight deadline
Hyphen Technology was under a tight deadline to achieve compliance
with the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI DSS) for
information security. Founded in 1996 and based in Johannesburg,
SA, Hyphen provides the country’s banks with solutions for financial
transactions management, including payment, collection, cashflow management and bank reconciliation solutions. “One of the
requirements of the PCI standard is that any credit card information
stored on your systems must be encrypted,” says Pieter Henrico, head
of IT operations for Hyphen.
www.ienter.co.za

Unit4 makes govt top 10
Unit4 has been chosen as one of the 10 most powerful technology
companies in government by CIO Story in its annual listing
published this month. Unit4 is recognised as being at the forefront
of tackling government technology challenges and impacting the
government sector. It provides software solutions to 1 500 public
sector customers worldwide. These include 24 central government
departments in the UK, 70% of central government in Norway, and
a project supplying 150 government bodies in Sweden via a single
instance cloud ERP implementation. Unit4’s strategy is based on
its extensive understanding of the market. Its software is designed
specifically for people and service-focused organisations. As it is
the most flexible enterprise planning system in the market, it is
ideal for constantly changing environments like governments.
www.unit4.com

CoMpAny nEws

tEChForUM
robustness
versus
resilience

transformation
versus change

As organisations try to
steel themselves against
failure, they often err on
the side of robustness rather
than resilience. They build
themselves up, put checks
and balances in place, but
fail to take into account
that failure is inevitable in
almost any system. In trying
to avoid failure, robust
systems become crippled,
stephen de Villiers Graaff, DVT
because failure isn’t catered
for. Resilient systems, on the other hand, prepare for failure
by focusing on early detection, fast recovery, and the ability to
exploit the opportunities that develop as a result, says Stephen
de Villiers Graaff, principal agile consultant at DVT.
www.dvt.co.za

Do you need a new digital partner?
Whether you are currently doing your communications inhouse or have multiple vendors fulfilling different requirements
– consider consolidating your digital communications with
a partner that can address your exact pain points. Says
customer experience manager at Striata, Sheryl-Lynn Collins:
“Your digital communications partner shouldn’t just deliver
e-mail; it should deliver convenience, holidays, special prices,
opportunities, personalised offerings, latest news, warm
welcomes, birthday wishes, anonymous Valentine’s secrets;
vital information to your customers; and awesome results to
you… Are you happy with your current digital communications?
Remember, a digital communications partner shouldn’t just
deliver e-mail; it must also deliver results... Make the right
choice!” concludes Collins.
www.striata.com

strategic planning for cloud
Embarking on a cloud computing journey at any level – be
it private, public or hybrid, poses many challenges as well
as opportunities for organisations. Even more challenging is
actually delivering on the cost savings and improvements that
cloud promises to bring. Richard Vester, director of Cloud
Services at EOH, says total cloud adoption will impact on many
different business processes, and involves the co-ordination
of many different parts of the business. “A successful cloud
implementation cannot happen without integrated businessdriven strategic planning.” Businesses expect a lot from their
cloud investments, and even though the term ‘cloud’ has been
around for several years, the industry is still, relatively speaking,
in its infancy.
www.eohcloud.co.za

Have you ever tried to
transform your organisation,
only to find it stays the
same? There’s a simple
reason: most organisations
confuse transformation
(what they want to do)
with change (what they
are doing), says Stephen de
Villiers Graaff, principal agile
consultant at DVT. Simply
put, change fixes the past
while transformation creates
the future. Change looks
to improve your current
situation – by making things
better, cheaper, faster, more
profitable – but is based
entirely on where you are
now. Your current path is the
reference point, and success
is determined by where you
are on the path compared to
where you were before.
www.dvt.co.za

Business
connectivity
that goes
the (last) mile

shifting
perceptions
Enterprise mobility
strategies have dramatically
changed during the last few
years, and as a result, the
IT industry’s perception
of mobility is significantly
more positive. But what
is behind this shift in
perception? A driving factor
is the continual evolution of
security innovation, which
has been working its magic
to reassure organisations
that the biggest asset after
its people – its data – is
more secure than ever, says
Chris Buchanan, director of
end-user computing at Dell
SA. As mobility strategies
become more commonplace,
new challenges will
inevitably arise, and it
will be the responsibility
of technology vendors to
combat these new issues.
www.dell.co.za

Wireless

Fibre

Satellite

Voice
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ChAnnEl
network
Alliance uses

only Attix5

When it comes to disaster
recovery and backup
technology, international
ICT service specialist
Network Alliance
believes in only one
service provider – Attix5.
“Our partnership with
Network Alliance raises
the profile of backup and
Michael law, attix5
disaster recovery. This
partnership will continue to add value to existing and emerging
markets going forward,” says Michael Law, CEO at Attix5.
www.attix5.com

powering up
output
Power management
solutions are crucial
to manufacturers to
keep their production
on track and minimise
their power usage
during tough times, says
Stuart Scanlon, sales
director for New Era
Solutions, an authorised
Epicor partner in SA.
“If manufacturers could
stuart scanlon, Epicor
carefully monitor the
machines on their shop floor to understand how their power
usage is spread then they could optimise workflows,” says Stuart
Scanlon, sales director for New Era Solutions, an authorised Epicor
partner in South Africa.
www.epicor.com

allaboutXpert
partnership expands offering
allaboutXpert has partnered with Galorath, which not only adds a total
cost of ownership (TCO) model to allaboutXpert’s stable of parametric
project estimation solutions, but also improves the parametric models
and functionality offered as part of its estimation services. Software
development projects can be difficult to plan for and manage. A TCO
model provides answers to questions related to total cost analysis. As
the exclusive South African partner of Galorath, allaboutXpert is now
able to respond to the increasing need within the project community to
provide TCO estimates on software development projects.
www.allaboutxpert.com

UCs buys jVps
Business Connexion Group’s
subsidiary, UCS Technology
Services (UCS TS), has
acquired 100% of the shares
of Joint Venture Pumps
Services (JVPS). JVPS is an
industry leader in product
supply and support to the
petroleum industry in
southern Africa, and the
acquisition allows UCS TS
to provide a unique market
offering through a single
entity for fuel retail services.
“This merger provides us
with a unique opportunity to
extend the value that we can
offer to fuel retailers. We can
now deliver an end-to-end
service from the fuel tank
through to head office,” says
Saul Gorin, chief executive
of UCS TS.
www.ucsts.com

wipro gets
hp award
Wipro has won the HP
PartnerOne Alliance Partner
of the Year award in EMEA at
the 2015 HP Global Partner
Conference, in Las Vegas.
The HP PartnerOne Alliance
Partner of the Year award
in EMEA honours Wipro to
help HP “accelerate growth”
through innovation, teamwork
and an overall commitment
to excellence. HP and Wipro
have a two-decades-long
relationship that brings
together Wipro’s business and
industry leadership and HP’s
product and services portfolio.
Wipro’s global experience in
delivering 360-degree solutions
across the IT spectrum
complements HP’s marketleading technology portfolio.
www.wipro.com

hArDwArE
College chooses Facets

taking the pinch out of printing

The College of Cape Town has selected the Facets Physical Asset
Management (PAM) solution and services from Cradle Technology
Services and partner, DLK Group, in order to achieve its required
asset compliance. The College of Cape Town selected Facets
because of its simplicity and ability to track, trace, identify and
locate physical assets, providing the college with a real-world
picture of the physical assets at its central office and at each of
its eight campuses and three residences. This has provided the
College of Cape Town with a comprehensive database of its more
than 13 000 physical assets and its physical locations by campus
and room number.
www.cradle.co.za

Epson has launched two six-colour ink tank system (ITS) photo
printers designed to deliver ultra-low cost, high-volume photo
printing. The A4 Epson L850 and Epson’s first A3 ITS printer –
the Epson L1800 – are ideal for event photographers, photo labs,
advertising agencies, education facilities and consumers looking
for fast and affordable photo printing. Lizette Ebersohn, product
manager at Epson South Africa, says Epson is excited about the
new product offering: “Extending our range of ITS printers to
print in A3 is just another way that Epson is delivering highquality, innovative products that are talking to the needs of our
consumers.”
www.epson.co.za
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intErnEt
rwandan govt,
Ericsson partner up

Mtn debuts sME
solution

The Rwanda Ministry of Youth and
ICT recently announced a partnership
with Ericsson to design a roadmap
and deploy solutions and services
required to create a fully functioning
knowledge-based society. The
Smart Rwanda initiative is geared
towards connecting, innovating
and transforming Rwanda into a
knowledge economy, thereby driving
Rwanda’s global competitiveness
and job creation. The initiative
also aims to enable Rwanda to
become a highly competitive,
agile, open and innovative smart
economy, with a favourable
business climate that attracts
large-scale investments, rewards
entrepreneurship and enables fast
growth and exports, leveraging
ICT innovations to transform the
nation into a smart society.
www.ericsson.com

MTN Business has launched Bring
Your Business Online, a platform
that gives small and mediumsized businesses (SME) increased
visibility by providing an online
presence on the MTN managed
domain for less than R20 a
month. “SMEs are the lifeblood
of the South African economy.
However, many of them are
limited from reaching their full
potential because they rely on
word of mouth or traditional
methods of promoting their
services. With this new solution,
MTN Business gives them a secure
online platform to expand their
reach through the expansive
footprint of the digital world,”
says Alpheus Mangale, chief
enterprise and business officer at
MTN Business.
www.mtnbusiness.co.za

sintrex creates
hotspot
management
solution
Sintrex applied a different
approach when one of its clients
approached it to provide a
wireless hotspot solution for its
retail outlets across the country.
Designing the solution on the
basis of the client’s requirements,
Sintrex created a fully managed
and monitored connectivity
offering. Using LTE/3G, Sintrex’s
wireless hotspots require
only a power connection for
installation, and offer Internet
access, user limitation controls
for fair use policy implementation
reporting on user activity,
capturing customer information
for marketing purposes, and
customisable landing pages for
branding and promotions.
www.sintrex.com

Anche Botha, Pangea Communications

pangea’s growth
calls for new
appointment
Since the launch of the service to
the ISP market in May 2012, Pangea
Communications has been able to
expand its services to reach hundreds
of users in all nine provinces in SA.
Due to the continued growth in
the business, Pangea has appointed
Anche Botha as its COO. She will be in
charge of the day-to-day operations
of Pangea.
www.pangea-comm.co.za
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Mobile Security Survey
By Suzanne Franco

Time to take mobile
strategy seriously
Security for mobile devices remains a high priority.
organisations embark on a mobile security
project to secure data on mobile devices,”
said Hadjizenonos.
Workers need to access business
resources like e-mail, calendar, Intranet
and documents while out of the office.
The focus needs to shift from managing
the device to managing a secure container
on the device. The solutions are available
to create a capsule on mobile devices that
separate business content from private
content and applications.
“This information is encrypted and
protected against threats, and can only be
accessed by authorised users. Businesses
are not going to stop staff from accessing
corporate information on their mobiles, so
they need to start thinking differently about
security,” said Hadjizenonos.
Doros Hadjizenonos,
sales manager at Check Point SA.

S

outh African companies are
increasingly allowing the use of
personal devices such as smartphones,
tablets and laptops into the workplace,
according to a recent survey by Check
Point, in partnership with ITWeb.
“The main objective of the survey
was to better understand the extent of
mobile security within South African
organisations and to benchmark this
against global trends. There is also a
need to create awareness about mobile
security,” said Doros Hadjizenonos, sales
manager at Check Point SA.
It is not surprising that just over half of
survey respondents ranked mobile security
as a very high or a high priority for their
company. It is even less surprising that
only 5% cited mobile security as not being
a priority at all.
“Organisations are becoming more
mobile, which means their staff are taking
confidential and sensitive data (in the form
of e-mails, contacts, documents, etc) with
them on their mobile devices wherever
they go. Therefore, it is imperative that
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Sound policy
Commenting on the results of the ITWeb/
Check Point Mobile Security Survey,
Hadjizenonos said exploits and malware
are increasing dramatically on mobile
devices, so this opens up a large security
gap into companies’ confidential data that
exists on mobile devices.
“Ignoring this security risk could mean
the potential loss of data, coupled with
the potential damage to an organisation’s
reputation,” he warned.
The majority of survey respondents
(83%) cited the number of personal
devices, such as smartphones or tablets
connecting to their corporate network, has
grown over the past year, and only 10%
said it had not.
With this growing trend, Hadjizenonos
explored a few steps companies can take
to secure data on personal mobile devices
within the business.
“Establish a sound policy on what data
is going to be allowed on mobile devices,
based on a user’s access and how it will be
secured. The policy should also cover how
a user and IT department should react to
a security incident, should it happen,”
Hadjizenonos advised.
Users must be educated about the safe

use of mobile devices, creating the need for
companies to establish security awareness
programmes to ensure the security
message is communicated to all employees.
“Make sure a mobile security solution is
deployed that can effectively enforce the
organisation’s security policy and does
not impact the way users work on their
devices. Security should be an enabler and
not an inhibitor. We have found that when
you are dealing with personal devices,
users prefer to have full control of their
device and the applications they install on
it. So the solution should be about securing
the business data and not necessarily about
managing the device.”
According to Hadjizenonos, the number
of personal devices connected to corporate
networks will continue to grow in the near
future.

The mobile security
solution should be able
to minimise the risk of
careless employees by
providing multiple layers
of security.
“It makes sense for a user to use their
personal device for both personal and
business use. Smartphones are becoming
smarter, and this allows for users to be able
to run applications that were traditionally
only available on desktops and laptops. As
smartphones evolve, I am sure that more
business applications will be available for
these devices, which would naturally mean
the number of connected devices will
increase,” he said.
When asked if employee behaviour can
make a difference in preventing mobile
security breaches, the majority of survey
respondents answered yes (77%); only
17% believe employee behaviour wouldn’t
make a difference.

MoBility in orGAnisAtions
iS MoBilE SECuRiTy a PRioRiTy foR you iN THE
NEXT yEaR?

Do you allow PERSoNal DEViCES To CoNNECT To
youR NETwoRK?

Not a
priority

low
priority

70%

yes

5%

16%

No

High priority
(within top 5)

12%

Sometimes

11%

35%

Never

1%

unsure

1%

20%

Very high
(within
top 2)

28%

Medium priority
(within top 10)

MoBilE sECUrity ConCErns
HaVE MoBilE SECuRiTy iNCiDENTS iNCREaSED wiTHiN
youR oRgaNiSaTioN oVER THE PaST yEaR?

38%

aRE aDEQuaTE STEPS TaKEN To ENSuRE THE DECREaSE
of MoBilE SECuRiTy iNCiDENTS?

54%

34%
28%

28%
18%

No

unsure

yes

yes

No

unsure
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MoBilE sECUrity sUrVEy

MoBility ChAllEnGEs
iS ByoD STill oNE of THE
BiggEST CHallENgES foR
CoRPoRaTE iT?

wHaT iS THE MoST CoMMoN CHallENgE
faCED By iT DEPaRTMENTS aDoPTiNg a
ByoD PoliCy?
Managing personal
devices that contain
both corporate and
personal data

41%

ABoUt thE sUrVEy
iS MoBilE SECuRiTy of CoNCERN To
youR oRgaNiSaTioN?
The 2015 Mobile Security survey was run
online on iTweb for a period of two weeks
during february and March to further explore
mobile security strategies within South african
organisations.
1

Has the number of mobile security incidents
increased over the past year?

2

Do you believe the costs of remediating mobile
security incidents for your organisations is
increasing?

3

what do you consider has a significant impact
on mobile security within your organisation?

65%
Securing corporate
information

27%

Tracking and controlling
access to corporate
networks

other

we have no challenges
with ByoD

22%
13%

yes

No

unsure

14%

who rEsponDED?

8%

• A total of 180 valid responses to the survey were
received.
• half of the respondents indicated that iT/is/
tech manager best indicates their job function.

7%

• 43% of respondents are from organisations with
500 or more employees.

Keeping device
operating system and
applications updated

2%

finding agnostic
security solutions

2%

NaME THE ToP THREE EffECTS EMPloyEES HaVE oN THE VulNERaBiliTy of
MoBilE SECuRiTy?
Employees accidentally
accessing malicious sites or
downloading malicious content

73%

lack of employee awareness
about security policies

59%

lost or stolen mobile devices
with corporate data

59%

Employees intentionally
ignoring security policies

not up to scratch

45%

Security updates not kept
current

27%

High rate of users changing or
upgrading their mobile device

24%

CaN EMPloyEE BEHaViouR MaKE a DiffERENCE iN PREVENTiNg MoBilE
SECuRiTy BREaCHES?
it’s possible it might
make a difference

77%

it wouldn’t make a
difference
unsure

10

18%
5%
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“The mobile security solution should
be able to minimise the risk of careless
employees by providing multiple layers
of security.” The need to provide secure
access to business files on mobile devices
has become crucial, as more South African
businesses adopt mobile strategies.

Mobile security is generally not at the level
it should be in SA, Hadjizenonos noted, and
this is allowing hackers to target devices and
gain access to confidential information.
“We have seen a huge increase in attacks
on mobile devices,” he said. “Nearly half
of the surveyed organisations in our global
report have experienced security breaches
as a result of a compromised mobile device,
and 82% of security professionals expect
the number of mobile security incidents to
increase in 2015.
According to Hadjizenonos, South African
companies fall behind in comparison
to their global counterparts in terms of
implementing successful mobile security
strategies.
“With the growing number of business
applications that are available on mobile
devices and the type of data that is stored on
these devices, I can confidently confirm IT
most definitely drives investment in mobile
security,” Hadjizenonos concluded.

NEED A NEW

CHALLENGE?
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Register your CV at www.careerweb.co.za
and find that new challenge.
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Company News

SOFTWARE
Dell boosts portfolio
Dell recently announced its second wave of Dell XC Series of Web-Scale
Converged Appliances. These highly scalable integrated solutions help
streamline the data centre and now offer more than 50% storage capacity
and up to twice the rack density to support customers deploying a wide
range of workloads, including virtual desktop infrastructures, private cloud
and big data. The new Dell XC Series Version 2.0 appliances offer customers
hyper-converged solutions based, for the first time, on Dell PowerEdge 13th
generation server technology, combined with Nutanix software and Dell
global services and support. The appliances integrate enterprise-class storage,
compute and hypervisor resources into a single solution, and further expand
Dell’s broad software-defined storage portfolio.
www.dell.co.za

Sagteware.NET offers
employee data storage service
Seeking to extend its range of data services, Sagteware.NET said it was
launching a high-security data service to store employee information,
developed with SQL server and Microsoft .NET. Cloud Employee (CE),
based on the concept to store all employee information for future reference,
arranges information by: department; position held; and date at the
organisation, and is being presented by Sagteware.NET in the cloud. In the
future, should a company wish to contact an old employee, Sagteware.
NET’s sophisticated software will allow the company to go back in history
and contact the employee who worked for a specific department, during a
specific time period.
www.sagteware.net

Professional Access Wipro launches
DC solution
introduces Parade
Professional Access, Wipro recently announced the
a Zensar Technologies
launch of a Boundary Less Data
company, has launched Professional
Access Rapid Application
Deployment Environment (Parade),
a preconfigured and feature-rich
B2C commerce accelerator for
deploying Oracle Commerce.
Parade is designed to deploy the
Oracle Commerce suite – including
the Oracle Commerce platform,
Oracle Guided Search and Oracle
Experience Manager (erstwhile ATG
and Endeca technologies) – within
a short period of time. Dr Ganesh
Natarajan, vice-chairman and CEO,
Zensar Technologies, said: “The
acquisition of Professional Access,
USA, one of the largest Oracle ATG
and Endeca partners in the world,
has strengthened Zensar’s position
in retail, delivering solutions that can
transform the future of e-commerce
around the world.
www.zensar.com

5 May, Cape Town

6 May, Johannesburg

2015

ARCHITECTING THE
DIGITAL BUSINESS
ECOSYSTEM

Digital Business is the new reality, opening vast opportunities for
innovation, growth and competitive advantage unimagined even a
few years ago. Worldwide, organisations face an urgent need for
business and technology transformation. This event will explore and
provide best practices for enabling EA practioners to lead
enterprise change, pointing the way to innovation, growth and
alignment with strategic business objectives.

GARTNER PREDICTS: By 2018, digital business will drive a 500%
boost in digital jobs, and the digital business architect will be one of
the top jobs in that category.
For agenda details & on-line registration please visit www.gartner.co.za/EA15
12 21 794 4569| May 2015
Tel: +27(0)

Center (BLDC) solution, based on
a software-defined data centre
architecture, powered by VMware,
a leader in cloud infrastructure
and business mobility. This
solution enables enterprises to be
competitive by reducing time to
market, driving business agility and
scale. The BLDC offering is based on
an innovative IT transformational
approach that is workload-centric,
software-defined, and hyperresilient. This helps enterprises
to extend the capabilities of their
traditional enterprise data centres
into a scalable hybrid IT. BLDC offers
transformative analytics to gain
insights from enterprise assets and
workloads, evaluates IT resiliency
and provides a technology blueprint
to maximise the business value of IT
investments for customers.
www.wipro.com

Company News

SOFTWARE
Dell suite simplifies security
Dell recently announced a new endpoint security suite that enables
businesses of all sizes to secure their workforce, protect data and
meet compliance requirements. The Dell Data Protection | Endpoint
Security Suite (DDP | ESS) delivers threat protection, authentication
and data encryption with a single management console in an
integrated, easy-to-deploy solution. DDP | ESS is compatible with
Dell and non-Dell systems, making Dell the first tier one technology
provider to develop endpoint security software which can be used on
all workplace devices. “Every business needs to protect their company
data, and this has become more challenging in a world where external
threats and compliance requirements are on the rise,” said Chris
Buchanan, director of end-user computing at Dell SA.
www.dell.co.za

KEMP offers
free load
balancer
The free version of
KEMP Technologies’
popular LoadMaster
application load
balancer is now
available for unlimited
use, making it easy
for IT developers
and open source
technology users
to benefit from all
the features of a full
Peter Melerud, KEMP Technologies
commercial-grade
product at no cost. It can be downloaded at FreeLoadBalancer.
com. Peter Melerud, EVP of Kemp Technologies, said this flexibility
and choice is a powerful enabler for emerging markets throughout
Africa. “We speak of adding value to the growing domestic ADC
market and operators that are investing into DevOps, which is a
game-changer for businesses in competitive niche segments.
www.kemptechnologies.com

Spotfire 7 with ‘smart’
analytics launched
TIBCO Software recently announced the general availability of
TIBCO Spotfire 7, the most powerful version of its industry-leading
analytics and data visualisation platform. Every aspect of Spotfire 7
was designed for ease of use, empowering users of all skill levels to
gain insights faster and easier than ever before. Leveraging built-in
‘smart’ analytics, even novice users can instantly start analysing data
with Recommendations, a new and easy way to create visualisations
and dashboards. Multiple streamlined features have been added
to speed up the data-exploration experience, plus users now have
the flexibility to customise the look and feel of their dashboards to
match applications or style guidelines.
www.tibco.co.za

Attix5 raises bar
Attix5 demonstrated its
technical expertise and the
impact of its fastest-on-themarket data recovery solution
at the Cloud Expo Europe 2015
exhibition. Cloud security was
the prevalent theme among the
15 000 visitors, a mixed group
of mostly IT solution architects,
software distributors and
resellers. The expo afforded
exhibitors an opportunity
to engage with customers
and explain business-critical
product features. All aspects
of the cloud offering were
covered at the event, including
hardware for cloud providers,
cloud management software for
resellers, and disaster recovery
providers, among others.
www.attix5.com

Is your BI
system intelligent
enough?
Every business needs some form
of intelligence. Is yours the
type where predictive analysis
is key in running a successful
and profitable business?
AppConverge believes predictive
analysis should be every
business’ investment priority.
Predictive analysis is a statistical
analysis and data mining
solution that enables you to
build models that anticipate
future events (financial or
otherwise) and visually interact
with the data to discover hidden
insights and relationships in
your data, and thereby provide
the basis for making predictions
about future events.
www.appconverge.com

COMPUTING
Zebra unveils TC70

Console shatters gaming barriers

Zebra’s new TC70 4.7-inch HD touch-screen computer running
Android 4.2.2 (KitKat) and Granite warehouse management
software from Cradle Technology Services combines the familiarity
of a consumer smartphone in a rugged enterprise-class chassis,
with the power of the simple-to-use Granite software. The
enterprise-class TC70 is a wireless IP67 handheld computer with
a built-in bar code scanner, 6ft drop spec, tumble rating, snapon trigger handle and Zebra’s Extensions (Mx), which transform
Android from a consumer operating system to an enterprise-class
operating system.
www.cradle.co.za

Alienware has announced the South African availability of the
Alienware Alpha gaming console. Starting from March 2015,
gamers will have the opportunity to ensure they are among the
first to own the Alienware Alpha in the EMEA region. Fans that
are eager to get their hands on the Alienware Alpha gaming
console will be able to secure their system directly from Dion
Wired, with configurations starting at R10 000. Gamers can now
secure their gateway to the entire Steam library on a system that
was engineered to provide an immersive PC gaming experience,
custom-tailored for the living room.
www.dell.co.za
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EVENTS Reportback: GARTNER
By CLARE MATTHES

Cloud Computing –
hype vs promise
Cloud risks becoming even more diluted.

JEFFREY MANN, reseach VP at Gartner

T

he hype around cloud needs to be
separated from the real potential,
said Gartner analysts Jeffrey Mann and
Gregor Petri, who recently visited South
Africa and addressed delegates at a cloud
computing event held at the Sandton
Convention Centre.
Mann and Petri took turns to speak
about the cloud journey, emphasising how
the benefits need to be reaped and the
pitfalls avoided. While some companies
have realised cost savings, more and
more are focusing on other benefits, such
as agility, speed, time to market and
innovation, they noted.
Cloud fatigue might be one of the
reasons that cloud computing generates a
wide variety of reactions from IT planners.
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Vendors and users alike continue to
confuse and abuse the term cloud, selling
whatever they have, or using it to justify
investments in projects (such as private
cloud). “Cloud washing is the painting of
anything and everything with the cloud
term,” explained Mann. “As ‘cloud’ is
used to apply to an ever-widening set of
external services, the term risks becoming
even more diluted.”
In the next five years, enterprises will
spend $1.1 trillion on public cloud services
(2014-2018) and new cloud capabilities are
actually increasing the size of the spend.
“It is therefore important to assess
where you are with cloud computing,”
said Mann. Companies and people either
don’t understand cloud, are still fighting
cloud, are experimenting with cloud or
are challenging cloud’s early limits. “But it
needs to be understood that there simply
is no singular cloud adoption strategy or
adoption rate for any enterprise, whether
small, medium or large.”
There are four important things to
remember about cloud, according to Mann:

1. Cloud is multimodal:
“Only you can walk this path,”
explained Mann. Cloud adoption and
implementation depends solely on each
individual organisation and its needs. “It’s
never a one-size-fits-all solution.”

2. Cloud is multi-cloud:
“Cloud computing is not one thing,” said
Mann. “It can be private cloud, community
cloud, public cloud or even hybrid
offerings.” Hybrid cloud offerings are cloud
computing services, combining either
private, public and community cloud
services. These can be supplied by different
service providers which demonstrate a
preferred capacity or capability.

3. Cloud is a journey:
“Maturity grows…
always,” said Mann.
“Cloud is growing the overall pie, but you
need to ask yourself. Should everything go
to the cloud? Is it secure and safe? Public,
hybrid or private? How do we get started?
What do we move first? How do we craft a
strategy?”

4. Cloud is not fungible:
“The state of cloud computing should
not be a state of cloud delusion,” said
Mann. “Any service can be a threat, and
no matter the threat, you need an exit
strategy to be safe!”
Mann also recommended making use of
the cloud preparation checklist:

There simply
is no singular
cloud adoption
strategy or
adoption rate
for any enterprise,
whether small,
medium
or large.
Jeffrey Mann, Gartner research VP

EVENTS Reportback: GARTNER

•What are your goals?
•What services do you want to use?
•Private, hybrid or public?
•Are the services available?
•How will you govern them?

Mega-vendors
and the cloud
According to Petri, different viewpoints and
different perspectives drive cloud interest.
“Enterprise IT sees the cloud as an extension
of its technology strategy, while everybody
else sees the cloud as a consumer service
platform,” says Petri. The cloud services
landscape continuously evolves up the layers
as providers keep developing offerings across
multiple segments, making market segments
increasingly interconnected. All vendors are
engaged in some way with cloud computing,
and it’s important to separate cloud
marketing from cloud value.
Petri suggested focusing primarily on
the vendor’s discrete offerings. Cloud
services and related professional services
should facilitate consumption. This includes
management, governance, security and
brokerage, as well as the technologies and
professional services to build and operate a
cloud environment.
Petri also suggested evaluating hybrid or
linked vendor strategies as a consideration,
but at the same time, he warned of vendor
lock-in.

Where cloud
and mobile meet
“Assume that mobile, cloud and the IoT
[Internet of Things] will continue to drive
most new application development projects,”
said Mann. “Client computing means mobile
first, but end-point proliferation drives
complexity beyond simple mobile apps.”
Mann said planning for multichannel,
multiscreen ensemble interactions is
important.
Look for tools that facilitate both
cloud and client development, build
an application architecture that
promotes agility, assembly, re-use and
responsiveness, and design for the human
experience as opposed to simply back-end
application functionality, he concluded.

Enterprise IT sees
the cloud as an
extension of its
technology strategy,
while everybody else
sees the cloud as a
consumer service
platform.
Gregor Petri,
research director at Gartner

Top 10 cloud myths
• Cloud is always about money.
• You have to be cloud to be good.
• Cloud should be used for everything.
• Our CEO said so is a cloud strategy.
• We need ONE cloud strategy
• Cloud is less secure than on-premises capabilities.
• Cloud is not for mission-critical work.
• Cloud = data centre.
• Migration to cloud gets you all cloud benefits automatically.
• Virtualisation – private cloud.

Recommendations
• Cloud is at the end of its beginning phase and has gotten
serious, so get serious about cloud.
• Private cloud is growing but giving way to hybrid cloud; look
to hybrid cloud options.
• Balance security concerns with privacy realities.
• Seek cloud brokerages to enhance performance and cloud
service capabilities.
• Build internal cloud brokers.
• Get an exit strategy for cloud services yesterday.
• Future cloud spending will align with cloud growth.
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COMING UP: Security SUMMIT 2015
By Fay HumphrieS

State the biggest
threat to security

By Kirsten Doyle

IoT environments
dictate security needs

T

Roger Dingledine, director and co-founder of The Tor Project

“

The biggest infosec challenge for this decade comes from the
pervasive attacks by our governments to undermine the security
of all the software and hardware around us,” says Roger Dingledine,
president, director and co-founder of The Tor Project. Dingledene will
present at the upcoming ITWeb Security Summit 2015, this month.
“Everything from the crypto in the browsers we use to the
keyboards in the laptops we buy – these are being compromised by
the agencies that are supposed to be protecting us, who are instead
opening up holes that other groups can exploit,” he adds.
People all around the world need to be able to use the Internet
in peace, without worrying about surveillance by local and foreign
governments, snooping by rival corporations, and other attackers
that build large databases of information and then tend to lose track of
them, says Dingledene.
“There are many open problems in how to secure communications
in the face of these large adversaries, and the world needs to start
thinking about these issues and how to help address them.
There are not enough secure communications tools with a track
record of success against large-scale surveillance. While security tools
for good people are open source, scale to many people, and encourage
peer review, at the same time, criminals have fine approaches for
anonymity that don’t need to scale and don’t need peer review. We’re
in the worst of both worlds,” he claims.

he Internet of Things (IoT) involves various environments,
and different security issues and responsibilities may apply to
each, says Samresh Ramjith, chief solution and marketing officer
at Dimension Data Security Solutions MEA.
He will expand on this during his presentation at the upcoming
10th annual ITWeb Security Summit.
“In an industrial control environment, the data points from
sensors would provide a constant stream of temperature,
pressure and other real-time information to a management
system. These sensors would typically not be sophisticated or
reprogrammable, and probably not capable of supporting secure
transmission protocols,” he notes.
“Due to the nature of an industrial environment, an attacker
would need to inject hundreds, if not thousands, of data points
into the communication stream to disrupt the control system, so
the focus of protection here would be in anomaly detection and
infrastructure security as opposed to data security,” he explains.
“Each IoT environment will demonstrate varying degrees of
device intelligence, which will require a different approach to
security.”
Addressing security and privacy in an increasingly connected
world remains the key issue, he says. “With the surge of
wearable technology, smart devices – from forks to socks – home
automation and connected vehicles, the average consumer is
already being exposed to the world of the IoT.”
He says at the moment the onus is on the individual
manufacturer to assess the risks and threats in their products and
provide embedded security to mitigate these risks, which can
lead to “gaps” that can be exploited.
There is a need for a standards body, made up of device
manufacturers and software vendors, which can define the
standards and frameworks for data security and secure channels,
Ramjith believes.

Now in its 10th year, ITWeb Security Summit 2015 is southern
Africa’s premier information security event for IT and
business professionals.
The summit features over 30 presentations covering a wide
variety of pertinent infosec topics by international, African and
local subject matter experts. It will be staged at Vodacom World,
Midrand, from 26 to 28 May.
For more information, go to
www.securitysummit.co.za.

Samresh Ramjith, chief solution and marketing officer at
Dimension Data Security Solutions MEA
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT: Business Intelligence

Time to get savvy
BI struggles to respond rapidly.
project negotiations, planning and design
phase alone often exceed the window of
opportunity a business might have.

The paradigm shift

Julian Thomas, solution architect and
development manager at PBT Group.

B

usinesses need timely access to
information to be competitive
decision-makers. The vehicle for this
is business intelligence (BI) and its
supporting processes. The challenge for
IT BI teams is that acquiring data from
source systems (internal and external),
and transforming this into information for
decision-making, is a complex process that
requires scarce resources and expensive
tools. Throw delivery methodologies
into the mix and there’s a modernday dilemma of BI teams delivering
information too slowly.
In recent years, many have tried to
implement agile methodology in this area,
but with mixed success.

Changing
nature of business
The nature of BI is that the end-user
requirements evolve frequently, and with
an increasingly data- and digital-driven
landscape, businesses are changing at an
even faster pace.
BI often cannot respond rapidly
enough to the business needs, even when
attempting agile development. The upfront
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The traditional methods for managing a
BI engagement provide a solid foundation
for solution delivery, eliminating much
of the stakeholders’ risk. These focus on
in-depth, exhaustive analysis, design and
implementation. All this is done with the
best of intentions, but the result is long,
drawn out and can be costly.
Implementing agile methodology
requires a significant change in thinking,
stripping away a lot of the safety people
have grown accustomed to. The process is
dependent on multi-skilled people, which
conversely, leaves many of them feeling
exposed.

BI delivery
is a complicated
beast.

enterprise places on it, eg, enterprise
architecture and release management.
When this happens, the “hurry up and
wait” scenario occurs.
User requests are logged, and significant
time is spent on prioritisation, analysis and
design before landing with the delivery team.
At this point, progress speeds up rapidly
under agile development practices, but then
slows down once again when the code is
passed onto release management processes.

Unique nature of BI
BI delivery is a complicated beast,
interacting with many different systems
and stakeholders throughout the company.
In addition, there are vast complexities
in successfully analysing data from
disparate systems, designing a formal
data warehouse and BI solution that can
consolidate these disparate data sources,
and successfully presenting the resulting
information to the client.
Even with the best of tools to speed up
data analysis and development, the design
and implementation of these solutions will
always be a significant obstacle that even
agile methodology cannot overcome.

What is the solution?
This creates a real challenge, as there
is no one-size-fits-all solution, and the
success of agile in BI is going to be largely
due to the ability of the people involved to
adapt and embrace the new paradigm.
This situation is made worse by the fact
that the various agile methodologies are
not prescriptive, and leave a lot to the
teams to decide. These individuals in the
teams must be able to develop the mindset
required to think and execute in an agile
framework and approach, and not just
according to an agile recipe book.

The weakest link
The simple fact is that vanilla agile is
not enterprise-aware and cannot scale
to accommodate the constraints the

In the BI world, it is information, not code,
which is valued above all other things. This
implies a fundamental shift in thinking.
Instead of thinking in terms of design and
code, teams must think in terms of data
and information. The question should not
be how to design and code a solution, but
rather how to get the data or information to
the end-user as quickly as possible.
As such, everything from engagement
model to solution architecture to delivery
methodology needs to change to address
this concept. Once a team adopts this
change in focus, it can have a profound
impact on the way a team delivers value to
its end-users.
BI needs to become more savvy to
catch up with the pace business requires
in order to be relevant and start yielding
business value.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: SDDC

SAN goes virtual
Businesses realise benefits of cost,
scalability and flexibility.

T

oday, more enterprise applications
around the world run on virtual
machines than on native hardware.
Businesses have realised enormous
benefits of cost, scalability and flexibility,
thanks to virtualised CPU and memory
resources. Networking is rapidly catching
up due to the software-defined data
centre (SDDC), which allows internal
networks to be flexibly provisioned
around the virtual machine layout rather
than being tied to the hardware.
The next revolution will be in storage.
Early virtualised environments suffered
virtual server sprawl. Because it was so
easy to provision virtual machines and
their associated disk images, businesses
often ran out of space because their
storage was over-provisioned and
under-used. Many enterprises that use
storage area networks (SANs) to manage
their storage requirements have fewer
problems of this nature, but still battle
with complexity of configuration and
performance.
The world is changing towards a
more agile and flexible method of
managing and provisioning storage. In
the current world, everything revolves
around LUNs (logical unit numbers)
on top of which virtual machines sit
and within which applications run. The
management processes are complex
and take time to configure. And because
different applications on the same VM
have differing I/O requirements, storage
devices need to have good random read
and write performance, not to mention
the potential impact on the network.

Ian Jansen van Rensburg, senior manager
Systems Engineering at VMware Southern Africa.

In the new world, the
SAN is still there, but
now it’s virtual.

The new world
To achieve the full potential of the
SDDC, a new software-defined storage
approach is required to address storagerelated operational complexity and cost
challenges. In the new world, the SAN
is still there, but now it’s virtual. The
hypervisor manages both the directly
attached storage and the network
connected storage, and serves it up as a

highly-configurable SAN. Each node uses
a minimum of one solid state and one
spinning drive.
The SSD is used for both read caching
and write buffering, while the spinning
disk serves as the main storage. The SAN
is enabled directly in the hypervisor
kernel and can be switched on with two

mouse clicks. This also means the policy
management is at the virtual machine
level where it should be for maximum
control, rather than per LUN. And
because the hypervisor sits in between
the application and the hardware, all
I/O goes through this layer. Because it is
known from which VM or application it is
coming, smart things can be done with it.
Additionally, the hypervisor understands
what the storage system has to offer and
can communicate to the storage system
what its needs are.
The virtual SAN fits neatly into the
SDDC approach. The SDDC is about
managing and provisioning resources
in an agile way, allowing IT to meet the
demands of business. For storage and the
workloads sitting on top of it, it means
resources can be abstracted and pooled,
and then, through policy provisioning,
its management can be automated.
Besides the policy aspect, it is possible
to automate the deployment of a new
application through a common set of APIs.
The virtual SAN model is also immediately
effective for a number of uses cases. Virtual
desktops can be rolled out at lower cost
with predictable performance. Test and
development environments can provision
needed storage quickly without having to
acquire expensive external storage – just
add a disk to a host or a host to a cluster
and the hypervisor takes care of the rest.
A virtual SAN can even be an inexpensive
disaster recovery option in which a snapshot
or backup can be redirected to any target
within the cluster. Enterprises can now
build up environments made up of dense
building blocks with storage resources close
to where they are needed.
Businesses have rightly complained that
storage is as costly and difficult to manage
as ever, even as servers and applications
were rapidly virtualised. The virtual
SAN model makes it a first-class citizen
again: easy to provision and manage, with
predictable performance, and as easy to
scale as adding disks to a host or hosts to
a cluster.
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT: Software development

Satisfying the masses
Don’t code for one set of regional formats.

D

eveloping software for mass global
consumption requires regional
differences in date, time, currency and
decimal points are taken into account.
Yet, software projects often don’t pick
up on this until it is too late, jeopardising
the localisation effort, and with it, the
company’s international launch(es).
Depending on location, dates are
displayed as dd/mm/yyyy, mm/dd/
yyyy or yyyy/mm/dd, with a variety
of separators, such as spaces, slashes or
dashes. Ditto times, where a colon, a full
stop or a space may be used as separator.
In addition, some countries have unique
variances in their calendars.

over time and render the code increasingly
complex. Developers are often underinstructed in the arcana of software
localisation, but many will relish the
chance to tame its complexities, which
could have severe repercussions for the
outcome of the localisation project.
Undertaking development of a number
display conversion tool is a futile exercise
with a high workload and even higher
probability of getting it wrong.

The Zen master
The lazy coder looking for a way around
this will quickly figure out there is a hack
to all of it: the work has already been done
at the OS level, and it is easy to use API
calls that invoke a currency, time or date
conversion from the OS when a number
variable is encountered in the code, and
format it accordingly.

What can go wrong?
What can happen when software has been
written solely for the domestic market?
A global website belonging to a US
multinational might, for instance, be
written in English and prices will display
in US dollars.
While it is possible to sell to German
buyers in dollar-denominated prices, a
buyer would prefer to buy in the local
currency.
Secondly, dollar amounts use commas
to separate thousands and full stops to
separate units from sub-units (dollars
and cents), whereas in Germany, commas
are taken as decimal separators. Hence,
a thousand US dollars ($1,000) would
be read as 1 US dollar in Germany. And a
thousand dollars and 25 cents, according
to a German developer ($1.000,25) would
look like barely more than a dollar to an
American.
Number formatting problem scenarios
usually develop in one of three ways:

ian Henderson, CIO Rubic.

Developers are often
under-instructed in
the arcana of software
localisation.

The imperialist
At the outset of a coding project,
developers aren’t sensitive to localisation
issues, and start coding in US dollars or
another base currency until someone
realises the problem. The team has to chase
down every instance where US dollars
were used and change it to local currency.
I wouldn’t recommend retrofitting.
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Let’s say the coder is aware of the
complexity – there is a choice.

The maverick
Some may jump in and hard-code local
date formats for the regions the company
is entering. However, these may grow

Educate users
Users may have personal preferences
different from OS settings, and at initial
start-up of a device, this choice should be
communicated. App settings can override
user preferences, so apps should have a
set-up sequence that warns of this and
gives the option to customise number
formatting.
This approach involves a deliberate
override of what is available at the OS
level. It is advisable to start with the Zen
approach, understand it, and if need be,
augment or replace it.
Choice by way of app settings can have
other benefits; on phones in Africa – the
installed base anecdotally owns secondhand phone imports from elsewhere in the
world, so settings may already conform to
a different region’s formats. The vendor
must educate the user on the possibility to
change settings.
Don’t code for one set of regional
formats, or for every region from the
ground up, when all the work has been
done already. Users can have a measure of
customisability in the app without going
down the long, wrong road of reinventing
the wheel.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: DATA

Connecting the data dots
Linking analytics to decision-making is imperative.

I

n making decisions, the brain assesses
information using pattern recognition,
and the person reacts to that information
– or ignores it – because of emotional tags
stored in the memory. Both of these are
normally reliable and they are part of the
human evolutionary advantage, but they
can cause issues in the decision-making
processes of companies.
Companies trying to drive performance
improvement need to harness pattern
recognition in order to build repeatedly, and
minimise the impact of emotional tagging on
information processing. In order to do that,
it is important to understand the process of
decision-making.
Decision-making begins with defining
the problem to be solved, specifying the
goals, gathering information, generating and
analysing options, identifying trade-offs,
and predicting the possible outcomes with
regard to risk and uncertainty. It ends with
an act of deliberate choice.
In general, people make decisions to
move towards a better future. The challenge
for companies is that in many leadership
situations, there may be too many or too few
people with authority to decide; resources
may be dispersed; and a lack of clarity in
goals can impact how decisions are executed.
Incomplete information, and the inability
to source the required information in an
accurate format, as well as social and group
influences, stands in the way of reasoned and
rational choice.

Brain power
Humans, however, have one powerful trait,
through conscious deliberate examination
of past experiences and imagined futures:
they learn, adapt and advance. In the article:
“Advanced leadership and decision-making:
An essential skill 3”, Professor Daniel Gilbert
stated the brain is an “experience-simulating
machine”. People don’t have to experience
bad things to know what is good. Yet, when
imagining the future, people inevitably leave
out details that matter just as much as the
things they include.
Furthermore, it is hard to escape the
influence of how people feel in their present

Nicholas Bell, CEO of Decision Inc.

state, which colours what they want in
the future. Therefore, their predictions are
often incorrect or incomplete, which has
important implications for decisions made
by leaders.
In implementing effective decisionmaking, companies must decide how
to enable staff to make better decisions.
Companies must also understand how
to leverage the benefits of the brain as an
experience-simulating machine through
pattern recognition, while minimising
emotional tagging in decision-making.
With companies investing in technologies
and storing information around the history
of how its people and staff behave, there is an
opportunity to learn from patterns of prior
behaviour. People can study their history
in order to understand, based on certain
variables, how these components react.
The process of systemising this
information can be achieved through
implementing an analytics solution.
Analytics solutions provide users with tools
to assist in understanding their information,
and providing a more rigorous framework
in defining the type of decisions users are
required to make. The concept of guided
analytics is defined as laying out the
constituent parts of an analytics solution

in such a way that a logical path is followed
from the initial visualisation, until the
realisation of the final answer.
These analytics solutions let the company
understand how to present information to
users that will give them the ability to make
the decisions required in their daily role,
while minimising the negative impacts of
human behaviour on decision-making.
The process of implementing analytics
solutions should follow the process of
decision-making and overcome as many of
the identified shortfalls as possible. It should
start with problem definition, state what the
intended organisational goals are, identify
how the information is to be gathered, and
whether the information is accurate and
reliable, and then present the information
in a way that will allow users to make an
informed decision.

In many leadership
situations, there may
be too many or too few
people with authority to
decide.

All about application
But, if analytics solutions are the answer, and
Gartner predicts the implementation of these
solutions remains the primary agenda of
CIOs in 2015, why does Gartner still predict
70% of these initiatives will fail? The answer
lies in how companies implement analytic
solutions.
Companies must understand the process
of decision-making, and implement analytic
solutions to guide users to making the
decisions that will drive company behaviour.
And in order for the company to drive
greater performance, it needs to create a
clear link between the decisions people
are being tasked to make and how those
decisions drive performance.
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EVENTS Reportback: ITWEB BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
By Admire Moyo

Seven trends
driving data discovery
touch interfaces are more intuitive. “We are
adopting technology that is more natural and
even a small child can use, thus the need for
data discovery.”

2. Accelerating data boom
By 2020, there will be about 31 billion devices
connected to the Internet and this will also
give rise to a data explosion, said Sands.
With the ever-increasing volumes of data,
organisations are storing data they are not
even sure if they will ever make use of. “The
question organisations need to ask is: ‘How
are we going to harness all this information
for business advantage?’ With data discovery,
we must make sure we make use of the data
and not make it an overhead.”
John Sands, evangelist at Qlik.

3. The rise of
information activism

A

bout half of new business intelligence
(BI) platform software buying will be
driven by data discovery, according to John
Sands, evangelist at Qlik. He was speaking at
ITWeb Business Intelligence Summit 2015, in
Midrand, recently.
Data discovery is a BI architecture aimed at
interactive reports and explorable data from
multiple sources. Citing market research firm
Gartner, Sands said: “Data discovery, as a
segment, represents approximately 15% of
the BI platform market.”
According to Sands, there are seven trends
driving data discovery:

1. The unbound humancomputer interaction
The first computers were not user-friendly
and could not cope with human needs,
noted Sands. Recent computing devices with

Information activism is being driven by
the millennials entering the workplace,
Sands explained. “These are people who
don’t know anything but the Internet, so
organisations must make resources available
to make them productive.”

4. Social media
Social media is also driving information
activism, which prompts the need for data
discovery, according to Sands.

5. Evolution of IT’s role
Sands noted the role of IT has evolved from
being a “gatekeeper to a shopkeeper”,
as IT departments are becoming more
accommodative of consumerisation as well as
the bring-your-own-device trend.
The role of the CIO is also changing. “The
CIO was previously known as the ‘chief

ITWEB’S 10TH BI SUMMIT FOCUSING ON TURNING BI INSIGHTS INTO PROFITS
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infrastructure officer’, and changed to ‘chief
information officer’; now it’s the ‘chief
innovation officer’.”
Nonetheless, Sands pointed out that
although IT’s role is changing, governance
should still be in place to ensure the
enterprise remains secure.

6. Information
exploitation, speed
and agility
“Old-style, monolithic BI can’t keep pace
with today’s business needs. Changes to
reflect analytic demands commonly take
months, while the business problems need
answers in days or hours.
“Data discovery apps are agile. Data can be
sourced, integrated and analysed in hours.
Each app may have a long or short life span,
just like the business needs they address,” he
explained.

7. Transformation
of BI and analytics
The seventh trend driving data discovery is
the transformation of BI and analytics itself,
said Sands. “BI is being rebalanced, away
from just describing or picturing what’s
happened, to discovering why.

EVENTS ReportbacK: ITWEB BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
By Admire Moyo

Big data
misunderstood in SA
W

hile South African organisations
are clear about what business
intelligence (BI) means, the same cannot be
said about their understanding of big data.
So said Kim Andersen, director of TA
Consulting, presenting the findings of a BI
survey the company recently conducted in
partnership with ITWeb. He was speaking
during the ITWeb Business Intelligence
Summit 2015.
Andersen noted the research posed
14 questions and involved mostly
large corporates, with the majority of
respondents being BI professionals.
When asked what best defines BI,
the majority (66%) of the respondents
answered: “The set of techniques and tools
for the transformation of raw data into
meaningful and useful information for
business analysis purposes.”
This was followed by 19% who define it
as the technologies that provide historical,
current and predictive views of business
operations. According to Andersen, this
is a wrong view of BI, as it centres on
technology only.
Nonetheless, the understanding
of big data is less certain among local
organisations, Andersen revealed.
Gartner defines big data as high-volume,
high-velocity, and/or high-variety
information assets that require new forms
of processing to enable enhanced decisionmaking, insight discovery and process
optimisation.
However, most South African
organisations said big data is “an allencompassing term for any collection of
large datasets that were once difficult to
process,” said Andersen.

Remove the

BIG
DATA

KIM ANDERSON, director of TA Consulting.

It also emerged from the survey that big
data is less useful to companies in SA. Asked
to rate the usefulness of BI, analytics and big
data to their company, currently or in the
near future, most felt BI is the most useful,
with big data the least.
The research also found poor
visualisation, organisation, and support
hamper BI/analytics initiatives within
most companies. It also emerged that
few companies outsource their data and
analytics, with Andersen saying this finding
was expected, as most South Africans want
to keep their operations in-house because
of security concerns.
With new kinds of data analytics coming
to the market, Andersen said big data will
probably need to be fully outsourced, as
organisations may lack the skills to handle it
in-house.

Bottleneck
Attunity’s solutions ensure
your data is real-time,
accurate and accessible
across your enterprise—
deliver your data in time
to be useful.
Missed your chance to
speak to the experts?
Ring 0800 989 111 or email
larry.shertz@attunity.com
for a demo!

The debate between what business wants and how IT delivers BI solutions that
work is heating up, and right at its epicentre was the ITWeb Business Intelligence
Summit 2015 – the 10th annual BI event from ITWeb.
Held in March at Vodacom World in Midrand, this three-day event explored how
businesses could optimise their IT spend in a rapidly digitising and consumer-driven
market. With expert advice on best practices and tools, interactive panel discussions
and informative workshops, the summit provided delegates with a kaleidoscope of
insights on how to turn their BI insights into profits.

attunity.com
@ attunity

Fay Humphries,
events programme director
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EVENTS Reportback: ITWEB SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT
By Regina Pazvakavambwa

Agility demands
adaptive leadership styles

Helen MACQUEEN,
principal consultant at ThoughtWorks.

T

o solve modern-day business
problems, leaders need a new way
of looking at business management,
according to Helen Macqueen, principal
consultant at ThoughtWorks. She was
speaking at ITWeb Software Development
Management 2015, held at The Forum, in
Bryanston, in March.
Macqueen said most organisations
are dealing with market complexity,
continuously evolving technology,
ever-increasing customer demands, and
protecting intellectual property.
In this agile environment, leadership
behaviours and mindsets need to shift

from a traditional style to an adaptive style.
Adaptive leaders are dynamic and agile,
and they are incredibly effective in any
environment, she noted.
“This type of leadership is paradoxical,
because as an adaptive leader, to gain
control, you have to give it to the employees,
and also you can’t just tolerate change, but
you need to drive it.”
In a software development project, a good
leader identifies what has to be done and
organises the team in a way that promotes a
good working environment, said Macqueen.
Companies that fail to increase their
leadership skills in order to deal with change
constructively and proactively are bound to
fail, she added.
Leaders must identify their purpose from
the point of view of the customer, said
Macqueen, noting the purpose of a leader is
not to make money, but to satisfy the wants
of a customer.
When testing a product, an adaptive
leader knows customer feedback is
important. “If you get slow feedback, the
project will have failed and the business will
spend lots of money trying to maintain and
fix the project.”
Macqueen noted for a project to be
successful in any industry, there has to be
a range of skills in the project team, with
individuals encouraged to think differently.
It is difficult for an individual to think
strategically and tactically, but when
individuals put their heads together, they
will come out with a better solution to

In a rapidly digitising environment, driven by consumerism and an
ever-increasing demand for business mobility, software development
management remains a key issue for companies both here and abroad.
At ITWeb’s inaugural Software Development Management conference, held
in Johannesburg in March, delegates gained invaluable insight into the
key trends in this space and the opportunities and threats these present.
Case studies were presented by local organisations which have achieved
significant business benefits from specific methodologies and approaches in
software development management, and speakers also shared up-to-date
information on the latest tools and methodologies.
Fay Humphries,
events programme director
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the problem. “No one has the capacity or
the knowledge to make all decisions; it’s a
collaborative process.”
There has to be room for failure –
collaborative and successful teams are going
to make mistakes, and if they don’t, they
are not taking enough risks and will not be
innovative, she said.
According to Samantha Laing, agile coach
and trainer at Growing Agile, an adaptive
leader should always trust employees to do
the job they were hired to do, and allow
them time to learn from their failures.

EVENTS ReportbacK: ITWEB SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT
By Regina Pazvakavambwa

Executing agile
transformation
A

gile transformation is full of challenges,
do it for you; there has to be a deep-seated
and to be successful, companies must be
desire to transform the business.”
thoughtful in their execution, said Stephen de
Implementing tools without the right
Villiers Graaff, principal agile consultant at DVT, mindset, vision and determination will
speaking at the ITWeb Software Development
lead to failure in transforming the business,
Management 2015 event at The Forum.
De Villiers Graaff said. The focus should
According to De Villiers Graaff, the success
of agile transformation depends on how much
preparation is done – whether the people
involved are on the same page, speak the same
language, and understand the value behind the
mechanics.
Training is essential for successful
transformation – businesses need people with the
right type of training and skills, he said.
Agile transformation is a team effort and
cannot be done without help. Businesses should
hire coaches who have deep knowledge and
broad experience to draw from – and to bounce
ideas
off,DATA
he added.
IBM BIG
Advertisement 1-2 pager.pdf
1
2015/03/24
10:02 AM
“Even if you have read the books and attended
agile training courses, you need someone who
STEPHEN De villiers graafF,
principal agile consultant DVT.
has done it before. However, the coaches cannot

be on the principles and philosophy behind the
frameworks and not only the tools.
A transformational organisation is an unstable
and volatile place, he stated. The key to survival
lies in being able to react quickly, move efficiently,
and remain steady as the world shifts around the
business.
Because the agile transformation landscape
is continuously changing, businesses need to
prioritise ongoing education to remain relevant
and effective,
There is no room for fear when migrating to
agile. “To be able to make a change, there are
situations where you have to make calls that are
out of your comfort zone, be brave and stand up
for your ideas and vision.”
Be open to learn from wherever and whoever
you can – learn different frameworks and do not
be afraid of failure, added De Villiers Graaff.
Business must view failure as a learning curve.
There is a tendency to reward people with perfect
track records, but the most profound lessons
have arisen from failure, he concluded.
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Events Calendar
2015

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
By Michelle Avenant

May
Gartner – Architecting
the Digital Business
Ecosystem
Date: 5 May
Venue: Cape Town
Date: 6 May
Venue: Johannesburg

Don’t wait for
paperless classrooms
Experts advise for a mixed approach
to digital education.

ITWeb Security
Summit 2015

The definitive event for
information security
professionals
Date: 26-27 May (conference &
expo), 28 May (workshops)
Venue: Vodacom World, Midrand

June
Gartner - Aspiring CIO

Date: 1-2 June
Venue: The Hilton, Johannesburg

J u ly
ITWeb Next Generation
Datacentres
Date: 21 July
Venue: The Forum, Bryanston

Gartner – Security
Date: 28 July
Venue: Cape Town
Date: 30 July
Venue: Johannesburg

“

AU G U S T
ITWeb Business
Continuity

Date: 18 August
Venue: The Maslow Hotel,
Sandton

Se p t e m b e r
ITWeb Social Media
Summit 2015

Date: 15 September
Venue: The Forum, Bryanston

Gartner – Symposium/
ITxpo
Date: 28 – 30 September
Venue: Cape Town
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I don’t think we’re ready for [paperless
classrooms], and we have to be realistic
about it,” says Martine Schaffer, CEO of
The Click Foundation, an organisation
implementing technology-based literacy
solutions in community centres and
under-resourced schools.
Schaffer stresses the immense cost
involved in equipping every learner with
a notebook or tablet, adding this cost
is constantly renewed when hardware
becomes outdated.
“Digital education is often determined
by where the money is coming from,”
agrees Mark Swartz, projects coordinator at Green Shoots, an educational
organisation implementing technologybased mathematics education at Western
Cape schools.
While people are comfortable with
investing in hardware and software,
they are often unwilling to invest in
“warmware”: the training and support
needed to implement it, he adds.
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Schaffer advocates a “mixed approach”
to digital education, encouraging
technology that supplements classroom
activity rather than replacing it.
“We don’t want to replace teachers,
but support and empower them,” adds
Jo Besford, curriculum co-ordinator at
Green Shoots.
Green Shoots implements a cloudbased, device-neutral program called
Maths Curriculum Online, which learners
can access at home as well as at school.
The Click Foundation uses Reading Eggs,
a similarly device-neutral program that
builds primary school English language
and literacy skills. Both organisations work
with the hardware schools already have –
“mostly under-utilised computer rooms”,
says Schaffer.

Mobile learning
But, often, learners’ phones are their
most powerful tools for furthering their
education outside of the classroom, says

Top
Jobs
Andrew Rudge, CEO of the Reach Trust.
Formerly known as Mxit Reach, the Reach
Trust aims to provide education, early
childhood development, healthcare and
counselling resources users can access
through Mxit, an instant messaging
platform optimised for feature phones,
which also works on smartphones.
Reach’s educational resources include
Fundza, a Mxit and Android app giving
users mobile access to books written
by local authors in a variety of South
African languages; and the Ukufunda
Virtual School, a Mxit app providing
education-related support structures
such as counselling and career guidance.
Ukufunda was developed in partnership
with the Department of Basic Education
and Unicef.
Reach also offers curriculum-focused
Mxit apps, including ReThink Education,
which delivers interactive maths and
science content, presented in a chat-style
Q&A format.
The service is focusing on optimising
the platform for Android, iOS and
BlackBerry, and has an average of 800 000
to one million unique users each month,
says Rudge.
Because Reach is built on an interactive
messaging platform, people are willing
to engage, Rudge says, stressing the
importance of easy access for users.
“That’s why technology is so important
to us,” says Mignon Hardie, executive
director at Fundza. “If we can reach people
in the space in which they are already
spending time – on their phones – and in
ways that are affordable, we believe we can
spark a reading revolution.”

Educational benefits
Besford says using a computer program
that allows learners to choose their own
pace helps them take ownership of their
learning process: an important aspect of
self-motivation.
Swartz talks about how the Maths
Curriculum Online program allows
teachers to focus more on how they are
teaching as it marks learners’ work in
real-time. Detailed, per-learner feedback
shows the teacher which part of the topic
learners do not understand, helping them
fine-tune their teaching strategy in time
for the group’s next class, he explains.

Schaffer adds Reading Eggs helps children
learn classroom skills like understanding
and following instructions. Being able to
try, and make mistakes, with immediate
feedback and without being watched
by their peers, helps children build the
confidence they need to participate in class,
she adds.

Important commitments
While education organisations and the
technological solutions they offer can
deliver huge benefits to schools and learners
with even rudimentary technology, gaining
the buy-in of the school and its officials is
vital, says Swartz.

Server and Storage
Specialist

Network IT Bruma
IT specialist: servers and storage
needed urgently for an international
organisation.
Gauteng
ZAR750 000-ZAR900 000 PA
Ref no: 253164

Associate Software
Engineer (Mobile)

ACI Worldwide
Two years’ experience programming
with core Java
Western Cape
Neg
Ref no: 253115

Cisco / EMC VSPEX
Business Development
Manager

We believe we
can spark a reading
revolution.

AxizWorkgroup
Increase sales of VSPEX architecture.
Onboard new partners to sell VSPEX
technology.
Gauteng
Neg
Ref no: 252846

Mignon Hardie, Fundza

Junior Software Support

It is important that externally-based
technological education initiatives are
viewed not as interventions, but taken
on board as part of the school’s teaching
methods in order for them to be sustainable.
Rudge says content selection and
creation also play an important role. Access
to relevant content boosts literacy levels,
as it is more accessible and interesting to
readers, Hardie explains. There is a need
for digital education resources that are
refined to the South African curriculum,
says Rudge.
“There’s a danger of exposing
learners to too much stuff that isn’t of
a high enough quality,” Rudge adds,
highlighting the pitfalls of the Internet’s
vast array of resources. Another
important task in digital education is
sifting through popular educational
content online and informing students of
what is and is not reliable, he continues.
“We must be wary of falling into the trap
that says ‘digital education will solve all our
problems’. It is an enabler, but not a magic
wand,” Rudge concludes.
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NBS Recruitment
One year hands-on experience in
similar environment (software systems
support)
Gauteng
Neg
Ref no: 253206

Database Administrator

Green Grass Consulting
Minimum of five years’ experience
with MySQL
Gauteng PTA
Neg
Ref no: 253118

Please visit www.careerweb.co.za and insert the
unique reference number in the job keyword search box
to view more details and to apply.
CareerWeb has over 200 leading companies posting an
average of 230 fresh ICT jobs weekly – it is the place to
search for your ideal ICT job.

EMAIL: ernie@careerweb.co.za
CALL: 011 807 3294
October
May 2015
2014 |
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CoMpAny nEws

tElECoMs
swazi
police
go
digital

Empowering communities
through Ekocenter

DVT Academy, your partner in
organizational agile transformation.
We specialize in agile training,
consulting and coaching to assist
you with your transformation
journey. Contact us for a free two
hour agile consultation.

Ericsson and the Coca-Cola Company recently
announced a pilot project to bring mobile
connectivity to Ekocenter, a social enterprise
initiative designed to empower community wellbeing by bringing safe water, solar power and
mobile communications, as well as basic goods
and services, to underserved communities. The
pilot project will be conducted in collaboration
with Tigo Rwanda and German start-up
company, Solarkiosk. “Mobile broadband
can address a wide range of issues that hinder
development – from poverty to lack of electricity
and safe water, to financial exclusion and gender
inequality. Creating a community hub is a great
way to empower women while making needed
services available in a convenient way,” said
Elaine Weidman-Grunewald, VP sustainability
and corporate responsibility at Ericsson.
www.ericsson.com

Emcom
Wireless
Solutions
was recently
awarded a
multimillionrand contract
by the Royal
Tony sipho sibanda, Emcom
Swazi Police
Services to implement a Tait DMR Tier 3 system
for the Shiselweni region. “Emcom prides itself on
building long-term collaborative relationships with
sound technical support for cost-effective, fitfor-purpose technology to ensure sustainability,”
says Tony Sipho Sibanda, director for Business
Development.
www.emcom.co.za

sECUrity

C

M

Y

CM

Eset’s products
now available
worldwide
Eset Southern Africa announced
the availability of its completely reengineered and redesigned range
of IT security products for business
recently. Following months of
in-depth worldwide business
carey van Vlaanderen,
user research, Eset analysed the
ESET Southern africa
findings, using them to develop
these new security products. After intensive design, engineering,
development and testing, the all-new business range from Eset is
available to organisations of all sizes.
www.eset.com

MobileData
raises the
security bar

agiletraining@dvt.co.za
www.dvt-academy.co.za

MobileData, a global
technology solutions
provider focused on payment
facilitation and prepaid
electronic value distribution,
has achieved PCI DSS v3.0
certification and strengthened
André louw, MobileData
its enterprise service platform,
TradeSwitch, with a payment feature. “By becoming PCI DSS
certified, TradeSwitch is even more secure and customers
know they can trust the system with sensitive payment card
information,” says André Louw, CEO of MobileData.
www.mobile-data.co.za
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safely
exchange, store
sensitive data
PaySpace recently launched
Cloud Room. PaySpace
CEO Bruce van Wyk says:
“Cloud Room is a secure
portal within PaySpace,
geared towards outsource
environments where
clients send information
to outsource vendors
for processing purposes.
Instead of exchanging highly
sensitive employee personal
information via insecure
methods such as e-mail,
Cloud Room provides a
secure portal to upload data
items online in the realm of
encrypted security.” Further
to the data security element,
both client and vendor can
track item statuses online.
Information can easily be
traced and retrieved in a
central environment at any
time rather than attempting
to track down information
stored in various locations
among multiple resources.
www.payspace.com
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